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enjoying privileges and exercising authority. These
defer to one another, and then at the bottom are the
toiling masses who regard all above them as their
" betters" and behave accordingly*
That, in brief, was Bagehot's analysis; it is essentially
true still* In a volume of vapid memoirs, that will be of
value to historians of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
for its ingenuous picture of an aristocracy given over
entirely to amusing itself, Mrs* Hwfa Williams, friend
of King Edward the Seventh and of all his friends, tells
how, as a member of the Primrose League, she went to
canvass for a Tory candidate in Hoxton, a poor part of
London* " I shall never forget," she says, " the welcome
I received from even the poorest people. * Of course,
lady, we will vote to please you/ they said/'
Unfortunately that bears the stamp of truth upon it*
The " poorest people/' seeing an expensively dressed
woman with an almost fairy-like atmosphere of delicate
aloofness from the usual conditions of existence, and
having been taught to think of the class she belonged to as
far above them, are liable to " defer" in contemptible
fashion* Their minds are habituated to the idea that the
proper, inevitable social structure is one with a few
wealthy, privileged, leisured people at the top and the
working classes, who provide the few with their luxuries,
ranged in layer upon layer below* Encouragement is
given, too, to hope that by luck or cunning some of the
under-dogs may force their way into the regions above
(examples: Mr* Ramsay MacDonald, Lord Snowden,
and, until his recent misfortune, Mr* J* H* Thomas).
Against this vast millionaire-press apparatus for the
creation of snobs there are set a handful of Co-operative
publications which, excellent though they be, do not really
enter into rivalry with the enemy output* They ought to

